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What is R value
By definition 

R value is the inclusive hadronic cross section in e+e− annihilation normalized by 
Born cross section of μ+μ−.
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Significances: error of R value has important influence upon the precise test 
of the Standard Model (SM), such as calculation of the running electromagnetic 
coupling constant α(s), anomalous μ magnetic moment (g-2),  global fit of the 
Higgs mass, direct test to the pQCD prediction on RQCD (s).

below 5 GeV, use data                          above 5 GeV, use pQCD 



R expression in experiment

In expression Rexp, each quantity is obtained by
data analysis
theoretical calculations
Monte Carlo simulations

R value is measured by

: number of hadronic events;

: number of background events; : integrated luminosity;

: hadronic efficiency;: trigger efficiency;

: effective ISR correction factor.



Previous measurements
In 1998 & 1999, scan data were taken between 2-5 GeV

Energy step: in 3.7– 5.0 GeV are 10−20MeV, elsewhere is 100MeV

Generation simulation: tuned LUARLW and JETSET

Detector simulation: software based on EGS4

Event selection: hadronic events with Nhad ≥ 2-prong are selected 

Statistic error: about 2~3 %

Systematic error: about 5~8 % (event selection and efficiency are dominant)

Results: PRL 84 (2000) 594,  PRL 88 (2002) 101802



Present measurement

In 2004, data at 2.20, 2.60, 3.07 and 3.65 GeV were taken

Statistical error: small, about 0.5%

Generation simulation: LUARLW is retuned with improved way

Detector simulation: is updated by GEANT3 based software

Event selection: improved, Nhad ≥ 1-prong events are selected 

Systematical error: about 3.3% 

Integral luminosity
Observed number 
of hadronic events



Effective ISR correction 

Observed total hadronic cross section：

R value may be measured by 

Procedure A:

Procedure B:

References:
G.Bonneau   Nucl. Phys. B27, (1971) 281-397
F.A.Berends Nucl. Phys. B178, (1981)141-150
A.Osterfeld   SLAC-PUB-4160(1986)
precision is ~ 1% for O(α3), it agrees 
Kureav & Fadin’s calculation within ~1%

and                  are theoretical and effective ISR correction factors

and         are efficiencies with and without radiation

or

Radiative correction:

√



Lund area law 

Hadron production via string fragmentation:

Effective matrix element (gluon emission is neglected)

String fragmentation:

Longitudinal momentum (Lund area law):
Transverse momentum (Gaussian)

Simulation of ISR has been  built in LUARLW with the angle 
and momentum distributions

Hadronization picture :



Comparisons between data and LUARLW 
@ 3.65 GeV



Error analysis
According to experimental expression 

Main error estimation：

the effective number of hadronic events is defined

，where

Extra error from the track reconstruction
Error Δεtrk due to tracking efficiency (%)

P     : multiplicity distribution
B : binominal distribution
σtrk : tracking error (2%)
nch   : number of charged track in one event
ner : number of wrongly reconstructed tracks in one event



Errors of the effective number of hadronic events   
(including event selection and hadronic efficiency)

new



Preliminary results

R values measured with procedure B

Results show:
Precisions of new measurements 

are about 4.8% at 2.20 GeV, and 
3.3% at 2.60, 3.07 and 3.65 GeV.

Values of R for selecting more  
than 1-prong and 2-prong events 
are in good consistency.

The cross checks of R values 
measured with the procedure A 
and B are done, their differences 
are about 1%.

Procedure A:

Procedure B:

preliminary



Fitting of heavy charmonia parameters
The 4 heavy charmonia with J PC = 1¯¯are

Their properties are characterized by the Breit-Wigner
amplitude and resonant parameters:

nominal mass          M
total width              Γtot

electronic width     Γee

initial phase angle  δ
According to Eichten’s model, there are following decay channels ( f )



K. Seth’s results PRD72(2005)017501

Conclusion:
CB and BES measurements are in excellent agreement

K. Seth fitted R values measured by CB and BES, and obtained the resonance 
parameters of ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415). The values of parameters were 
updated in PDG2006 mainly based on K. Seth's evaluation.



Breit - Wigner amplitude
In quantum mechanics, wave function for a unstable particle

The amplitude as the function of energy W is

Usually, Breit-Wigner amplitude is written as

If we consider a special process with initial state e+e− and decay final state f

In relativistic case, negative energy state (W→ −W) should be included

initial phase factor
at moment of production   



Interference
interferential summation of amplitudes with the 

same channel f , but decay from different r
non-interferential summation of different decay 

channels f
inclusive resonant cross section is expressed 

by the form of R value

Problems in fitting

Continuous background (polynomial)

Energy-dependent hadronic width (potential model in quantum mechanics)

Objective function in fitting
updated   

M Γee Γtot δ
R values

convergence



Resonance parameters

Notice : mass of ψ(4160) M ~ 4155 → 4191 MeV ;

leptonic widths of ψ(4160) and ψ(4415) are smaller than other’s results



Resonant structure

Probability =31.8%

PLB660 (2008)315



Effect of phase angle
If phase angles are fixed to be δ = 0

Probability = 2.3%

The interferential curve and overall resonances shape for δ = 0
are different from ones for δ ≠ 0.



Model dependence
PLB660

(2008) 315
Similar to scheme A 
but DASP BG used

Similar to scheme A
but δ = 0



Summary
R values between 2.20−3.65 GeV are measured with large data 

samples and improved methods, the errors are decreased. The new 
measurement agrees with the pQCD prediction within errors.

Resonance parameters of high mass charmonia are determined   
considering the phase angles, interference and energy-dependent 
width. The model dependences are compared. New results will be 
helpful to understand the properties (states) of excited charmonia.



THANK YOU



Tuning of LUARLW parameters

The values of the free parameters need to be tuned by comparing the sensitive 
distributions simulated by LUARLW with data at detector level, and make them to 
be consistent at all energy points.

multiplicity distribution for fragmentation hadrons

There are many free parameters in LUARLW and JETSET, some of them 
are important for determining the hadronic efficiency, such as

,
ratios of vector/pseudoscalar, strange/normal mesons, baryon/meson
dynamical parameters b and σpt in LUND area law

PARJ(1-3), PARJ(11-17) in JETSET

……

Hadronic efficiency

the reliability of efficiency depends on the consistency between data and Monte 
Carlo for all distributions related to hadronic criteria.



Comparisons between data and LUARLW 
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Model dependence
Energy-dependence of hadronic width in effective interaction theory



Model dependence
DASP background:

,
k =

Effective interaction theory:

Energy dependent width:

are generalized form factors, free parameters



Determination of αs

PDG2006

Solving equation:

=
=
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